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weapons possession (Spitzer, 1999; Waldeck, 2ooo; Fagan and Davies, 2ooo; Harcourt,

2oo1).

The origins of the tactical shift are revealed in strategy documents issued by the

Nerv York City Police Department (NYPD) in ry94. First, Police Strategy No. 5, Re-

claiming the Public Spaces oJ New York, artictlated a reconstructed version of Broken

Windows theory (Wilson and Kelling, rg8z) as the clriving force in the development

of policing policy. It stated that the NYPD would apply its enforcement efforts to "re-

claim the streets" by systematically and aggressively enforcing laws agaiust low-level

social disorder: gralfiti, aggressive panhandling, fare beating, public drunkenness, un-

licensed vending, public drinking, public urination, and other misdemeanor offenses.

Second, Police Strategy No. r, Getting Guns OI the Streets oJ New York, lormalized

the strategic focus on the eradication of gun violence through the tactical measure of
intensifying efforts to seize illegal firearms. Homicide trends in New York City since

rg85 provided strong empirical support for emphasizing gun violence in enforcement

policy (Davis and Matea-Gelabert, 1999), Nearly all the increases in l'romicides, rob-

beries, and assaults from r9B5 to r99r were attributable to gun violence (Fagan et al.,

rggg). The homicide crisis was a critical theme in the mayoral election campaign of
1993, and focused the attention of the incoming Giuliani administration's crime-con-

trol policy on gun violence (Silverman, 1999).

By the end of the decade, stops and frisks of persons suspected of crimes had be-

come a flashpoint for grievances by the City's minority communities' who came un-

der the closest surveillance of the police and were most often stopped and frisked

(Spitzer, 1999; Kocieniewski, 1999; Roane, 1999; fackson, 2ooo)' In a fifteen-month

period from January 1998 through March 1999, non-Hispanic Black, Hispanic Black,

and Fiispanic White i{ew ibrkers were i}rree lirnes ¡¡lore iikeiy tÌrair tìreir Whrite

counterparts to be stopped and frisked on susPicion of weapons or violent crimes

relative to each group's participation in each of those two types of crimes (Gelman

et al., zooT). These excess stops-stops beyond the rate that one would predict from

the race-specific crime rates-could be explained neither by the crime rates in those

areas in the City's poorest areas, nor by signs and manifestations of social disorder,

nor by the presence of physical disorder in the form of actual "broken windows" or

building or neighborhood decay. Instead, Fagan and Davies (zooo) reported that po-
ì:-:-^,.,^. .]i.^.^^^-tia¡o+alrr ¡nn¡pntratpl in thp (-ifr¡)c nnnrccf nciohhnrhnnds with¡rlurËr vY¿ù

the highest concentrations of minority citizens, even after controlling for rates of

crime and physical disorder in those places (see also Gelman et al., zooT)'

Despite its racial disproportionality, the harsh spotlight of a federal court order

enjoining the NYPD from racially selective enforcement (Daniels et al. v, City of New

York, zoq), and arrest rates of less than 15 Percent resulting from stops (Spitzer, rgqg;

Gelman et al., zooT), the OMP policy continued far into the next decade (Baker'

zoog). Yet New York City had changed drarnatically during this period, even after

rates of crime and disorder had fallen. Housing prices had soared for more than a de-

cade in all neighborhoods, including those that had the highest violence rates in the

preceding decade (Fagan and Davies, 2oo7), and new housing replaced abandoned

lots and decaying buildings across the City (Schwartz, 1999). Welfare rolls thinned,

Street Stops and ßroken Windows Revisitcd 3t

we also test the efficiency of street stops to detect wrongdoing and sanction of-fenders' and find it to be low and declining over time: as stops have become morenrpr¡olart i- -^^^-¿

ns with a brief history of the constitutional and theoreticalyork's oMp strategy, with attention to the racial dimensions of
then discuss the data, models, ancl resurts, folrowed by discus-
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II. Background

A. Race, Neighborhoods, ¿tnd Police StoPs

Nearly a century of legal and social trends set the stage for the current debate on

r¿rce and policing. Historicall¡ close surveillance by police has been a part of every-

day lile for African Americans and other minority groups (see, for example, Musto,

1973; Kenned¡ 1997; Cole, 1999; Lour¡ zooz; Weitzer and 'fuch, zoo6). In recent

decades, the U.S. Sr-rpreme Court has sanctioned border interdictions of persorl.s of

Mexican or Hispanic ethnicity to halt illegal immigration (US. ø Martinez-Fuerte,

19Z6), as well as the racial components of drug courier profiling by airlines (US. v.

Harvey, r99z), In U.S, v, Whren (tqq6), the Sttpreme Court allowed the use of race as

a basis for a police stop as long as there were other factors that motivated the stop,

and in Brown v. Oneonta (zooo), a federal district court permitted the use of race as a

search criterion if there was ¿tn explicit racial clescription of the suspect.

The legal standard to regulate the constitutionality of police concluct in citizen

stops derives from Terry v. Ohio (rq68), which involvecl a pedestrian stop that es-

tablished the parameters of the "reasonable sttspicion'standa¡d for police conduct

in cletaining citizens for pulposes of sea¡ch or arrest. Recentl¡ the courts have ex-

panded the concept of "reasonable suspicion'to incìude location as well a.s the in-

clividual's behavior. In fact, the Court has articulated and refìned this "high-crime

area" doctrine, in cases from Adams v. Williams (ry72) to Illinois v, Wardlow (zooo).

This line of cases allows police to consider the character of a neighborhood as a fac-

tor justifying a standald lower than the constitutionally defìned threshold in indi-

viclualized "reasonabli' suspicion articulated in Terry v' Ohio (1968) (Ferguson and

Bernache, zooS). For example, in Wardlow, the Supreme Court noted that although

an individualt presence in a "high-crime area" does not meet the standard for a par-

ticularized suspicion of criminal activit¡ a location's characteristics are relevant to

determining whetl.rer a behavior is sufficiently suspicious to warrant further inves-

tigation. Since "high-crime areas" and social disadvantage often a¡e conflated both

perceptually and statistically with concentrations of minority citizens (Massey and

Denton, 1993; Sampson and Laulitsen, 1994; Lour¡ zooz;Fagan,2oo8; SamPSon and

Raudenbush, ).ggg,2oo4; Alpert et al., zoo5; Ferguson and Bernache, zooS; Masse¡

zooT), this logic places minority neighborhoods at risk for elevating the suspicious-

ness of their residents in the eyes of the police.

But in connecting race and policing, the Court was only formalizing what crimi-

nologists had known for clecades. Early studies on police selection of citizens for stops

suggested that both the racial characteristics of the suspect and the racial composi-

tion ofthe suspect's neighborhood influence police decisions to stop, search, or alrest

a suspect (Reiss, r97r, Bittner, r97o). Pa¡ticularly in urban areas, suspect race inter-

acts with neighborhood characteristics to animate the formation of suspicion among

police officers (Smith, 1986; Thompsolt, 1999; Smith et al., zoo6). For example' Alpert

and colleagues (zoo5) showed that police are more likely to view a minority citizen as

suspicious-leading to a police stop-based on nonbehavioral cues while relying on

behavioral cues to develop suspicion for White citizens.

iå
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Individuals-inclucling police antl
characteristics of communities for raci
nitive schema of suspicion, and, more
(zoor) find that ur.ban residents,perceptions of
nifrcantly preclicted by the preval"nce <lf yot,n
and other neighborhoocl characteristics aré controlled s may besimilarly skewed, resulting in elevated stop rates in n
centrations of minoriry popularions, nnd th. pathway i:1"î:;perceptions into neighborhood stigma. For example, in a study of porice practicesin three cities, smith (r9s6) showeã that suspects in poor neighborhoocls were more

suspect behavior and the type of crime.
of the suspect's neighborhood were also

It seems that social psychological mecha-
tterns of behavior) and structural features

tions of disorcl. ens) 
P-

tbroLrgh several and 4)

gan irncr Davies, nten a-
that wYork were predi race_and poverty, clespite policing theo_

to elevated crime. poor neighboihoods
within these areas as well as those who

ministrative authority to withhold or al_
their perceptions.

p o or nei ghb orho o ds - îI 
h 
iy. limiteq ä:.,iä::: Ji':j:,::, 

,l'ïi,,ïil:i:i:,iï:
'Ihi's strategy was rormalized in the influentiar lb.uk"n 

windows,, 
"rruy 

of wilro' u.rdt<.etllnq (1982)' They arguecl that police responses to disorcler were critical to commu-nicate irrtolerance for crime and to hart its contagious spreacr. Broken windows cailed.
hborhoods where public orcler was dete_
disorderly behavior would stem the ,de_

e. In the original essay, Wiison and Kel_
sorderly neighborhoods. Neighborhood

york city since ree4, when commissioner #,i,""ï'f,îtïf |.Hï:Lï:ï'åI:înrinor offenses such as subway fare evasion and aggressive panhandling, in additionto felonies and other serious crime (Kelling una cot., 1996). The poricy also calle<Ifor aggressive responses to sociar disorder tÀat was encrogenous to neighborhoods, incontrast to the'triminal invasion" concern in the theoryi pristine ror;.--This order-maintenance approach also has been disputeà, lrowever, as critics ques_tion the causal link between disorder and more serious crime (compare Harcourt,1998, 2oor; Sampson and Raudenbush, 1999, zoo4; ztnd Toylor, zoor; with Skogan,r99o; Corman and Mocan, zooo; Rosenfeld, Fornango, and Rengifo, zooT). More_over' these studies suggest that a focus on crisorder might have a disparate impacton citizens ofdifferent races. A study ofchicago neighbàrhoods findsìhat city resi_dents' perceptions of crisorder conáate ,y.t.åuti.ory observabre conditions with
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their neighborhoods' racial and socioecouotnic makeup (sampson ancl Raudenbush,

zoo+). Ti" association bctlvcen race, poverty, and perceivecl disorder is sig'ifìcant in

residents of all racial anci ethnic backgrounds; race and concentrated poverty predict

both residents' and outsi¿ers' perceptions of diso¡der even more strongiy than does

systematically observed disorder. And the effect grows stronger as the concentration

thc ob;ectlve lndlcra or Povcrty ¿lll(l (rrs(ttucr rouL rrr rvr¡s! - ---- -'--l

improving and safe CitY.

B. Approaches to Studying Police Stops

RecentempiricalevidenceonpolicestoPssupportsPerceptionsamongminority
citizens that police clispropoitionately stop African American and Hispanic motor-

ists, and that once stopped, these citizens are mole likely to be searched or ar¡ested

(Cole, 1999; Veneiro o,-tá Zorrbeck, r999; Harris, 1999;Zingraff et al'' zooo; Gross and

Barnes, zooz;\tVellzer and Tuch, zoo6; Ayres, zooS)' For examPle' tlvo surveys with

nationwidc probability samples, completecì in 1999 and in zooz' showed that Afri-

can Americans were far rnore likcly than other Americans to report being stopped

on the highways by police (Langan et al', zoor; Durose et al" zoo5)' Both surveys

showed ttr--at minority drivers 
"lsã 

were more likely to rePort being ticketed' arrested'

han<lcuffed,orsearche<lbypolice,andthattheyrnoreoftenwerethreatenedrvith
force or had fo¡ce ur.d ugoinit them. These disparities in stop rates exact high social

costs that, according to L-oury (zooz), animate cuiturally meaningful forms of sii8ma '=

that reinforce racial inequaliiies, especially in the practice of law enforcetnent' These , ,

stigma translate into withdra*al of mi,toiity populations from cooperation with,the

police and other legal authorities in the coproduction ot securlty ( Iyler alru fruu'

Sfr¿et S¡ops and Broken Wintlou,s Revisite¿l 3$

i'volved in low-level criminality witrrout havi'g to efrèct a formal arrest, a'd under
the lower constitutional standar.cl of ,,r.easonat¡ie 

suspicion,, (Spitzea 1999). Incleed,
because low-level'quality of life" ¿urtr misdemeanor offensesnu... -or" likery to be
corurniiied in tìre open, the "reasonable suspicion" standard is more easily satisfied in
tlrese sorts of crimes (Rudovsk¡ zoot, zooT).

'Iwo distinct approaches characterize recent efforts to model and understand ra-
cial clisparities in police stops. Each focuses less on identifying raciar bias than on
understandi'g the role of race in explaining patterns of porice behavior. Attributing
bias is difficult: causal claims about cliscrimination woulá require fàr more informa-
iio' than the typical administrative (observational) clata sets år, supply. For example,
wher oflìcer lVlcFadclen stopped suspect'ferry i. the events lea<ting'tá the landmark
r9ó8 u.s' supreme court decisionin Terry v. ohio, he used his law enforcement..ex_
perience" to interpret Terryì behavior in front of the jewelry store. r were McFacrde',s
notions of "suspicious" l:ehavior sþe,-.-,al hr¡ !ri" !-.--+:=.-- = - !

ncigrrborhooci.i rv", tr,. ii,i,;;;"r.l'.]'äi,'i:i;;ï,iï:.ïi.il,i"i:rå::T:T:i:i
the location (a deserted part of the downtown area) influential? lVhai role crid Terryt
¡nd McFadden's race play? wourd rerry's ¿rctions have been interpretcd ctrtlerently if
he were white? If Mcrradden were Black? If the store was in a r.esidential neighbor_
hood instead of downtown? In a minority neighborhood or a predominantry white
one? Ïre rnultiplicity of interacting factors coÃplicated the iclentification of the role
of race ir the decision to detain Terry (Kenneãy, rggÐ, but several anaryses of the
facts and jurisprudence or Terry suggest that the Supreme court opinion criscounted
the influence of race in the opinion (Thompson, 1999; Carbaclo,2oo2; Carbado and
Gulati, zooo; Roberts, rSSg; Rudovsky, znoz).

In lerry, it would be difficult to identify race alone. apart from the context in
rvhich race was o
and frisk suspect i::l
instances would l. llese

interacting factors and
ffer-

enccs in outcor¡res that couici oniy be attributed to race or ethnicity. such experirnents
are routinely used in tests of discrimination in housing and employment (see, f.orexample, Pager, zoo3, zooT; Thacher, zoog). But observational stuclies that lack such.^nt.,.l^ ^-^ -âlvrrrrwrù drs urlen emDarrassed by omitted variable biases: few stuclies can control forall the variables that porice consider in deciding whether to stop or search someone,

mutations. Research in situ that relies on
ould and Mastrofski, zoo4; Alpert et al.,
ns for their actions, a task that is vulner_
considerations, as well as the presence of

, also challenge the validity of observa_

arities bypasses the question of whether
f ethnicity or race, and insteacl focuses
es. This strategy is prevalent in studies
s. In this approach, comparisons of ,,hit

G
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rates;' or efficiencies in the proportion of stops that yield positive results, serve as

evidence of disparate impacts of police stops. This type of analysis has been used in

several studies, including Knowles, Persico, and Todd (zool); Ayres (zooza,b); Gross

and Barnes (zooz); and many other studies of police behaviors on highways (see, e.g.,

Durlauf, zoo6b). This approach bypasses the supply-side question of who is stopped

(and for what reason), and instead looks only at disparate impacts or outcomes for

different groups.

Outcome tests are agnostic with respect to race-based motivations for stops or

frisks versus a search for effìciency and deterrence (Ayres, 2oo2b; Dominitz and

when sea¡ching minorities. At the very least, it is a sign of differential treatment of

minorities that in turn produces a disparate impact.

Knowles, Persico, and Todd (zoor) consider this "hit rate" approach theoretically

as well as empirically in a study finding that, of the drivers on Interstate 95 in Mary-

disparate impacts of these stops on minority citizens (Lamberth, t997:' Aytes, zooza;

Gross and Barnes, zooz; but see Sanga, zoog' for different conclusions)'

Outcome tests can be constructed as quasi experiments, with race as a treatment'

to identify the role of race in the selection of citizens for searches. Ridgeway (zooZ)

matched suspects within officers to compare the post-stop outcomes of White sus-

pects to those of minority suspects in similar locations, stopped at similar times

and for the same reasons. He reports no differences in Post-stoP arrests ("hit rates")

top to ex-

;i iiilr
searches

ists, con

metric (

gression r

propensily to search African American and Latino drivers.

These are useful but limited strategies. The robustness of these designs is compro-

mised by the omission of several factors-some unobservable and others usually ab-

F:
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sent from administrative data-that might bias their claims, such as racial differences
in the attributes that police consider when deciding which motorists or pedestrians
to stop, search, or arrest (see, for example, Alpert et al., zoo5; Smith et al., zoo6), or
differences in police behavior in neighborhoods or other social contexts with differ-
ent racial makeup (Smith, 1986; Fagan and Davies, zooo; Alpert et al., zoo5). For
example, Ridgeway (zoo7) estimated the racial proportionality of police stops of citi-
zens based on victim reports ofsuspect race. This is a sound strateg¡ but only for the
approximately 20 percent of stops based on a rationale of "fits suspect description'
(see, for example, Spitze¡ 1999), and only if we are confident in the accuracy of vic-
tim identification of the suspect(s) and the accompanying classification of.race,2

The omission of neighborhood context also biases estimates of the proportion-
ality of police stops of citizens. The randomizing equilibrium assumptions in the
Persico and colleagues approach-that both police and potential offenders adjust
their behavior in response to the joint probabilities of carrying contraband and be-
ing stopped-tend to average across broad heterogeneous conditions both in police
decision making and offenders' propensities to crime (Dharmapala and Ross, zoo4;
Durlaui zoo6a, zoo6b), and discount the effects of race-specific sensitivities toward
crime decisions under varying conditions of detection risk via police stop (Alpert et
aI., zoo5; Dominitz and Knowles, zoo6). When these two concerns are addressed,
Dharmapala and Ross (zoo4) identify different types of equilibria that lead to differ-
ent conclusions about racial prejudice in police stops and searches.

Accordingl¡ the nature and extent of racial bias in the policing of motorists and
pedestrians remains unsettled empirically (Persico and Todd, zoo5; Antonovics and
Knight, zoo4; Bjerk, zooT; Donohue and Levitt, zoor; Close and Mason, zooT). Sup-
ply-side issues, both in the number and characteristics of the persons available for
stops by virtue of law violation or even suspicious behavior, complicate the search
game paradigm by perceptually skewing the population of stopped drivers according
to the e¡ ante probabilities of criminality that police officers assign to different racial
groups. Institutional or individual differences in the goals of law enforcement may
also create heterogeneity both in the selection of individuals to be stopped and the
decisions to engage them in searches for drugs, weapons, or other contraband. Offi-
cers may pursue one set of law enforcement goals for one group (maximizing arrests)
while pursuing a different set of goals (minimizing crime) for another. Racial nepo-
tism or antagonism may lead to differences in police stop-and-search behaviors when
officers of one race face choices of whether to stop or search a driver of the same or a
different racial or ethnic group (Close and Mason, zooT).

These complexities illustrate the difrculty of identifoing the role of race in pro-
ducing racial disparities in stops and searches, and suggest a second approach that
incorporates the contexts in which individual officers consider race in their everyday
interactions with citizens. Gelman and colleagues (zoo7) and Alpert and colleagues
(zoo5) show how neighborhood context influences both the attribution of suspicion
that animates an encounter and the outcomes of police-citizen encounters. The insti-
tutional context of policing also may influence individual officers' decisions by stig-
matizing neighborhoods as "high-crime" or disorderly, skewing how oficers perceive
and interpret the actions of citizens. Institutional cultures also may implicitly tolerate
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such perceptual or cognitive schema and internalize them into policy preferences and
strategic decisions, as well as internal preferences for reward, promotion, or discipline.
These contextual concerns, informed by crime plus social and demographic climen-
sions ofneighborhoods, suggest the second approach, one that explicitly incorporates
either a multilevel approach that examines officer-place interactions, or shifts the fo-
cus from the actions of individual officers and individual suspects to the behaviors of
cohorts of officers who collectively patrol neighborhoods with measurable attributes
that incorporate race and ethnicity, and where aggregation biases from racial concen-
tration may shape officers' preferences about crime and thresholds of suspicion.

These issues inform several features of the analyses reported in this chapter. First,
to explain the distribution and predictors of street stops and then of arrests ("hit
rates"), we focus on neighborhoods, not individual officers. Neighborhoods are the
focal point of the underlying theories of order-maintenance policing. Place also is the
unit of analysis for the allocation and deployment of police resources, and neighbor-
hood crime rates are the metrics by which the resources of the police are managed
and evaluated, Place also imparts meaning to the interpretation of routine âctions
and movements of citizens, whether local residents or outsiders whose appearance
may evoke special attention. And the benchmark of the social composition of place,
in conjunction with actual crime, is sensitive to the actual allocation of police re-
sources as well as tactical decisions by the NYPD, and is widely used in research on
selective enforcement in policing (Alpert et al., zoo5; Fagan, zooz; Fridell, zoo4; Sko-
gan and Frydl, zoo4).

Next we address supply-side and omitted-variable problems by controlling for the
prevalence of the targeted behaviors in patrolled areas, assessing whether stop-and-
search rates exceed what we wouici preciict from icnowiecige oi iocai criminai activity.
This responds to the benchmark problem in research on selective enforcement. This
approach requires estimates of the supply of individuals engaged in the targeted be-
haviors, and the extent of racial disproportionality is likely to depend on the bench-
mark used to measure criminal behavior (see Miller, zooo; Fagan and Davies, zooo;
Walker, zoor; Smith and Alpert, zooz; Ayres, zooS; Durlauf, zoo6a, zoo6b; Ridgeway
and MacDonald, this volume). Ideall¡ we would know race-specific crime rates in
each social area to disaggregate benchmarks by race and ethnicity. But we observed
nto¡fìral ^.^hl.-. in fh'ic on-¡n'.h Ë^' .*.-^1. .1..'^^.^ r^fô. r'ôr' t" -*l*^ k'.^r!, s¡çsr4r¡çç r4!çù Yoal

and so the race of suspects is often unknown, Fewer than one in four stops in zooT
were based on a match between the person detained and a suspect description known
to the police (Ridgeway, zooT), And suspected crimes that animate a large share of
stops, such as weapons or drug possession, often do not follow from crime reports
that identiñ7 the race ofa suspect, so these base rates ofoffending are unknown.

Accordingl¡ we use homicide arrests as a measure of reported crime. Homicide
victimization and arrests are stably measured over time, limiting measurement er-
ror. In New York, its racial distribution-both offending and victimization-is highly
correlated with the demography of the neighborhood where the crime takes place
(Fagan and Davies, zoo4; Fagan et al., zooT). In New York City, the site of this re-

search, homicide records are both a strong lag and lead indicator of crime, correlated

- ffi
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IIL Datø and Methods

A. Data

we examine changes in oMp enforcement patterns beginning with the period
exarnined by spitzer (1999), Fagan and Davies (zooo), urrfc.lrrr-* and colreagues(zoo7). Including that period (1998-99), we examine three distinct periods, termed
the "early" (1g98-rqqq), "middle" (zooz-zoo4), and "recent" (zoo5-2oo6¡ periods.
In each period, data on stop activity are based on records from the New york police
Department. The department has a policy of keeping records on stoDs ron ..IJF-r<n
forms") (see Spitzer, ryss; Døniels ,i ol. i. City of Nlw v"rlr,-r..rl,-71* ,r*".ár,,á,
was collated for all stops from fanuary r99B t-hrough March 1999, and the zoo3 andzoo.6 calendar years' stops.are recorded and aggregated for eal precinct. AppendixA discusses the legal requirements for a stopiiish and arrest pursuant to a stop.
Data on stops, frisks, to 2oo7 were made publicly available bythe NYPD following ion Law (FOIL) request and subsequent
court order (NYCLU, ,.early',period 

were published in Spitzer(1999) and Fagan and
stop rates are analyzed, in the context of citywide crime, demographic, and socio-economic conditions. we use totar stop rates (undifferentiated b| suspected crime)and stop 

'ates 
disaggregated by the race of person stopped. we use two measures ofcrime in the preceding year. First, in the filures, we use reported homicides in the

I
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police precinct in the preceding year as the measure of crime. This lagged function

allows us to avoid simultaneity concerns from using contemPoraneous measures of
crimè and police actions. Second, in the multivariate models, we use homicide arrests

as the marker of crime,
We measure homicides for the "early" period using the NYPD's arrest-and-com-

plaint file, and the city's COMPSTAT records for the "middle' and "recent" periods'

In the multivariate estimates in tables 4.2 and r3.3, we use lagged homicide arrests

in each neighborhood as the benchmark for estimating the proportionality of police

stops and frisks. There are obvious strengths and weaknesses in this measure. Ar-
rests are subject to police preferences for resource allocation, and also to police skills

in identifying and capturing offenders. Homicide arrests also may vary by neighbor-

hood based on externalities such as the extent of citizen cooperation with police in-

vestigations. Arrests also are vulnerable to measurement error: they often are reduced

to other charges when evidence is too inconclusive to sustain a greater charge. But

arrests also have strengths as a measure of crime. Reported homicides and homi-

cide arrests are highly correlated over time across police precincts in New York: the

partial correlation by month and precinct from 1989 through 2ool was '952'' This

endogeneily of crime and policing within neighborhoods captures the preferences of
police to allocate resources to particular areas in the search for offenders. Also, ho-

micide arrests are a strong indicator of both arrests and complaints for other serious

crimes.a To the extent that crime in the prior year is influen ced both by crime and the

policing that it attracts, the use of arrests as a measure of both the presence of po-

lice and of local crime conditions avoids omitted-variable problems when using only

measures of reported crimes. Finall¡ arrest trends in preceding periods incorporate

the priors of both individual officers and their supervisors as well as neighborhood

characteristics, and in fact may capture officers' proPensities to stoP citizens based on

the joint influence of individual and neighborhood racial markers.

We also incorporate demographic and socioeconomic variables in each area that

might compete with or moderate crime as influences on stoP activity: concentrated

neighborhood disadvantage, residential turnover, and ethnic heterogeneity have each

been associated with low levels of neighborhood collective efficacy and informal so-

cial control. These are both indicia ofperceived disorder (Sampson and Raudenbush,

r99g) and risk factors for crime (Fagan and Davies, 2oo4)' More important, Fagan

and Davies (zooo) showed that these were salient predictors of stop activities in the

"early" period, and we examine their influences over time as time-varying predic-

tors. Areas in which these phenomena are concentrated might therefore be unable

to informally regulate local residents, requiring law enforcement agencies to impose

formal social control instead and leading to greater search activity.

Demographic and socioeconomic data for each period is based on the New York

City Housing and Vacancy Survey (HVS), a survey completed every three years by the

City's Department of Housing Preservation and Development, in cooperation with
the U.S. Bureau of the Census (http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/housing/nychvs/

nychvs.html). We analyze the 1999, zooz, and 2oo5 waves of the survey to gener-

ate baseline estimates of neighborhood social and economic status. Each wave covers

approximately eighteen thousand housing units, classified into flfry-five 'tubborosi'

Street Stops and Broken Windows Revisited 3zt

based on the Public use Microdata Areas (puMAs) for New york ciry (commu-
nity studies of New York, zooT). we used shape files provided by the Nei york city
Department of city Planning to reconcile the subboro boundaries with the police
precincts (see Fagan and Davies, zooo). In the small number of precincts where there
was overlap in the boundaries, precincts were assigned to the suiboro that contained
the rnajority of its population.

B. Base Rates and Citywide Trends

A quick look at the data on New york city neighborhoods suggests that the so-
cial and demographic makeup of the city has changed significantli since 1999. Table
r3.r shows that the city's racial and ethnic makeup has become more diverse. The
bulk of the city's population growth has come from racial and ethnic minorities, plus

TABLE 13.1
Stop Activit)t and Neighborhood Socioeconomic Conditions

r999

C¡tlw¡de Stop Rates

Stops per 1,000 Population
Totâl Stops
Blacks
Whites
Hispanics

Neighborhood Stop Activity
Number of Stops
Stops of Blacks
Stops of Whites
Stops of Hispanics

Physical Dísorder

Exterior Walls
Exterior Windows
Stairways
Floors

Str u ctu ra I Ch arac ter i sti c s

Public Assistance
Foreign-Born
Immigrant

(different in HVS)
Entropy
Mobility

(ToLiving<5years)
Vacancy Rate

Households

Total
Black
White
Hispmic

t2.5
26.6

3.5
15.I

19.4
174
6.0

19.5

Mean

3.O9%

3.36%
5.25%
5.08%

18.24%

46.t9%
36.34%

52153
12r50
24tt2
r1682

1930s
I 1930

23404
9155

2.63%
3A5%
s.29%
4.75%

Mean

9208,9
4863.0

972.7
2688.4

2.83%
2.36%
4.24%
4.06

16,41%
49.6r%
4L18%

55236
12s70
2419t
t2881

Stops per
l,OOO Pefsons

2OO2- 2OO3

Stops per
l,ooo Persons

Mean SD

2oo5-2006
Stops per

t,ooo Persons

60.2

I 30.8
t7.9
63.9

% change
(gs-ot)

381.6%
39r.7%
4t1.4%
323.2%

407.8%

392.2%
420.2o/o

360.s%

-8.s%
-29.896
- 19.3%

-20.r%

-10.0%
7.4%

t3.3%

SI)

1813.4
988.1

187.0

583.9

t670.5
1368.6

273.8
599.s

6480.4
5479.1

860.8
2t73.9

0.02
0.02
0.03
0.03

o22
005

1098.9

864.3
145.3

559.9

0.03
0.03
0,04
0,04

0.13
0.16
0.16

0.10
0. l4
0.14

0.l t
0. l6
0. l6

024
005

0.02

0.03
0.04
0.04

o25
005

)oal <

l4l1.9
320,1

8 10.2

15.17%
43,s6%o

43.56%

89.02%
40.26%

93.64%
35.88%

95.48%
36.08%

73%
-10.4%

6.87% 0.04 6.68% 0.03 18.8%5.620Á 0,03

54642
l3l l5
243s9
12200

16552
13382
22015
9063

t6803
12603
21426

9206

5.9%
3.5%
0.3%

t03%
'So!/c¿J: Socioeconomic and Household Data f¡om New
from NYPD, Population data from U.S, Census Burmu.

York City Housing and Vacancy Surveys, 1999, 2oo2,2oo5, Stop data

t

r

i,,1
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olfice of the Attorney Gene¡al, 1999; Nyc police Department, stop Frisks and Search Data,
zoo3-2oo7, (Households) NYC Housing and Vacancy Survey.

Figure r3.z (bottom). Stops per household and total homicide arrests, New york citv. rqoo-
NYS, Office of the Attorney General, 1999; NyC notic. OepurtlJnt,
Dâta, 2oo3-2oo7 (Households) NyC Housing and Vacancy Survey,
of Criminal |ustice Services.
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a notable increase 
"Tong immigrants. have also becomemore integrated, as shown by the inc

time, sociãeconomic conditions have i 
topy' At the same

tance receipt and neighborrroo¿ r.u.r, ofphysical disorder. 
both public assis-

Even as the city has changed d.-og..púi..lly and improved socioeconomica'¡stops and searches have become ru, iroi" prevalent. Figure r3.r shows the aver_age neighborhood-subboro-stop rate, computed as stops per household. we usehousehold because rlir 
: ,1" popotu,ion p"r"-.r.. rn t¡e uvs in each analysis pe-riod' while city residents of ul à.es houË b".o-. increasingly likely to be stopped

twi ry dramaticallY bY more than

tivi 
d as either Whites

dra 
g when considerin 

^ 
in stop ac-

t-iÈ. c-t1l ! and zoo6. As shown in figure r3.2, homicide JrÏtï,T:\'rrl rcu Dy more thân 50 perccnt between 1999 and zooz, and, albeit with a slightlncrease, remained low through zoo6,
Following the examples of Knowles and colleagues (zoor), Ayres (zooza,b), Grossand Barnes (zooz), Gelman and colleague . (.ooZl,and Ridgeway (zooZ),we measurethe effectiveness of streeJ_stops by theìr "hit rates,,, the .oi" ut íhict stops resutt inarrests. Figures t3aa-c, like figure r3.r, present-average neighborhood stop rates perhousehold in each of the threã d-. p;;i.d; of irrt"r.rt, disaggregated by race, withaverage hit rates overlaid onto the graph. And since crime .à'tã, î.*uirr.d relativelystable across the period, there is 

"ã.ui¿".r|. ,hat the in.r"ur.-in-ffi contributesto crime minimization. ml" not as pronounced as the difference, ;'r;"p rates, hitrates also suggcst subsfalt-ial te¡irl lio-.-;+l=- -,
rate s h ave iricä as e d d.; 

"n 
;r;;, ü,i.Ti' iì; it ä'Íj :ff iì,'il::ffi Jî"ìT:isteadily, suggesting that the.increase in stop o.rirriry has added littre value in maxi_mizing efficiency via generating arrests. stopi of whites âppear -o.. trt .iy than stopsof Blacks to lead to arrest, suggesting that blacks are disproportionately subjected tostops, with little public safety pàyoff.-

C. Stop Activity by Neighborhood
stop rates have not only'increased dramaticalr¡ but between-neighborhood differ_ences in stop rates have b^eco13-far more pronounced. Figure r3.4 displays one datapoint for each ofthe fifty-five HVS subboros ir .".t period, each representing the av_erage neighborhood stop rate per household in each year. We also show the count ofhomicides citywide over the s larlier studies have identified neigh_borhoods that have the greatest n stop_and_frisk practices, figure r3.4shows that the dramatic growth rates from 2oo3 to zoo6 is explainedby extreme increases in a subset of neighborhooãs with high rates of African Ameri_can and Latino residents: Brownsvilr., i.rt N.* vork, central Harrem, East Harrem,Be.ford-stuyvesant, and Mott Haven. Alth"iil some of this increase may be due toirnproved reporting, it is curious.that all the iÀprou.d_r.porting has been in neigh_borhoods with rhe highest non-white popurations in the ciry. These neighborhoodsare predominantly African American, u..o.ainfto the Department of ciry pranning.,
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Figure r3.4. Street stops per neighborhood, selected years,
1999-2006.

Given the degree of racial segregatíon across New york city neighborhoods, we ad-
dress this disparity below by examining neighborhood-level drivers of stop activity.

Figures 13.5a-c suggest that neighborhood racial composition explains not only
stop activity but also hit rates and stop efficacy, Each figure shows, for tgg9,2oo3,
and zoo6, respectively, a LowESS-smoothed estimate of the relationship berween hit
rates and the percentage of Blacks in each of the fifty-five neighborhoods for each
period of time. As in figure r3.3 (a,b,c), these graphs suggest thât hit rates are falling
over time in stops of all racial groups. Particularþ in zoo6, however, the year when
between-neighborhood diferences are most pronounced (see figure r3.4), there is a
visible difference in neighborhoods with the highest concentrations of Black house-
holds. In neighborhoods where 6o percent ofhouseholds (or more) are Black, stops
are not only less effective than in more mixed or white neighborhoods, but hit rates
are particularly low in stops of Black and Hispanic individuals.

Opposite page:

Figure r3.3a (rop). stops per household and arrests per stop, white suspects, New york city,
1999-2006, source: (stops and Arrests) New York state, office of the Attorney General, 1999;
New York city Police Department, stop Frisks and search Data, zoo3-zoo7 (Households)
NYC Housing and Vacancy Survey,

Figure r3.3b (middle). stops per household and arrests per stop, Black suspects, New york
cily' 1999-zoo6. source: (stops and Arrests) New york state, office of the Attorney General,
1999; New York City Police Department, Stop Frisks and Search Data, 2oo3-2oo7, (House-
holds) NYC Housing and Vacancy Survey.

Figure r3.3c (bottom). stops per household and arrests per stop, Hispanic suspects, New york
cily, r999-zooó. source: (stops and Arrests) New york state, omce of the Attorney General,
1999; New York City Police Department, Stop Frisla and Search Data, 2oo3-2oo7, (House-
holds) NYC Housing and Vacancy Survey.
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D. Modeling Strategy

1, PREDICTING STOP ACTIVITY

Given the between-neighborhood disparities shown in figure r3.4, we examinestop activity at the neighborhood rever to identifr factors irr"i ..pr"i. between_neighborhood differences both within p.rioar.na over time. ¡"n"Jîgiaman andcolleagues (zoo7), we estimate a series of poisson regressions to predict the numberof stops conducted in each neighborhood in each tiÃe period. d. ;il disparitiesshown in figures r3.r and r3.3 iray u. ¿riu.n ,,ot by ,u.., il; ñJi; differencesin neighborhood social co rditions where Blacks, Whiter , and Hispanics are concen_trated, or by diferences in their ex ante crime cånditio
make 

19re stops in high_crime areas, but treat indivi
situated localities, racial disparities in stop rates could
borhood crime conditions, Or the Nypb,s focus on
maintenance policing -ighr,l::g stop activity to be most prevalent in neighborhoodswith disorderþ conditions (Wilson ì"a f.úing, r98z; Kelling and Cole, 1996). Wetherefore estimate a moder where the r,.p .o"rü 7, in neighborhood i is distributedbased on predictors X, with an expected,"1r. 

"i,
Eþ,lX,l=ðe

an hborhood crime (homicide arrests, lagged),

an we expect to be correlated with crime rates

vious year, using
the NYPD focus
for a single princ
the physical cond
percentage of buildings whose windows, have problemsvisible to outside observers), The disord sftategies con_

onsider only physical .,r"rj:l ff::l#:

cat

in
nal

've 
tivity is higher in more populated areas,
olds in each neighborhood.

Opposite page:

Figure r3'5a (rop). Lowess-smoothed arrest rates by neighborhood racial composition, 1999.
Figure r3'5b (middle). Lowess-smoothed arrest rates by neighborhood racial composition, 2o03.
Figure r3.5c (bottom).Lowess-smoothed 

arrest rates by neighborhood racial composition, zoo6.

1. /-.t -i,
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We also control for traditional and temporally stable predictors of neighborhood

crime (Shaw and McKay, r94z; Sampson and Lauritsen, 1994; Land et al., r99o; Fagan

and Davies, zoo4, Fagan, zooS; Kirk and Laub, in press): concentrated disadvantage
(measured by the percentage of households receiving public assistance), residential
instability (measured by the percentage of families who have moved to the their cur-
rent residence within frve years, and by the residential vacancy rates), ethnic diver-
sity (measured by the percent of residents who are Black or Hispanic, the percentage

who are foreign-born, and a measure of entrop¡ which captures the degree of ethnic
heterogeneity in the neighborhood). We expect, however, that these factors will be

correlated with police activity only to the extent that they predict crime; once crime
conditions are controlled for, there should be no marginal relationship between so-

cial structure and stop activity. Variables (with the exception of logged population)
are standardized to a mean of zero and variance ofone, and neighborhood observa-

tions are weighted based on the number of households in each.

To assess the extent to which neighborhood conditions, and their influence on po-
licing, change over time, we first estimate three separate cross-sectional models, one

for each time period of interest. We then combine the observations into a pooled

cross section (model 4), and add controls for year fixed effects in Model 5. Model 6

contains year fixed effects and random intercepts with standard errors clustered by

neighborhood to account for neighborhood differences.

Although the City has changed for the better over the period of analysis, and stop

activity has increased dramatically over time, the crime, disorder, and socioeconomic

predictors vary far more between neighborhoods than they do within neighborhoods
over time, and these differences-at least in ordinal position-are stable over time
(see Sampson and Morenoff, zoo6). Accordingl¡ we rejected the option to control
for neighborhood fixed effects in Model 6, preferring instead to focus on differences

between neighborhoods. Controlling for neighborhood fixed effects identifies the

relationship between crime and stop activity, and social structure and stop activity,

solely from within-neighborhood variation. Because we acknowledge that the alloca-

tion of police resources is determined by differences between neighborhoods, model
6 is specified to reflect between-neighborhood differences, with random intercepts

and standard errors clustered by neighborhood,

2. PREDICTING STOP I

We next examine the crime and socioeconomic conditions predicting stop effec-

tiveness, the "hit ratd' at which stops lead to arrests. We expect that this rate might
be tied to the same conditions of crime and disorder that predict stop activity, since
"excess stops" above the crime rate are likely to be concentrated in poor neighbor-
hoods with concentrations of minorily population. Accordingly, we estimate a series

of linear probability models using the predictors detailed above. As we hlpothesize
with stop activily, however, in the case of race-neutral policing hit rates should not be

significantly related to neighborhood social structure. For these analyses, we estimate

the effects of neighborhood racial composition on stop rates using both neighbor-
hood fixed efects and, also, as above, using random intercepts,
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IV. Results

A. Explaining Neighborhood Differences in Stop Rates

Table r3.z shows the relationship between neighborhood conditions and the inci-

clustered by neighborhoods. The effect for Black population remains significant, and
population is again significant when the three time periods are pooled,

TABLE 13.2
Poisson Regressions of Stops per Neighborhood, Controllingfor

Social Structure and Crime, ry9g-zoo6
Model

(¡)
r999

(z)
2OO3

(¡)
2oo6

4.r15
Il.et l]
55

119.12

No
No

Q) (¡)
All Years All Years

(6)
All Years

Sample Year

Homicide Arrests (lagged)

% Receiving Public Assistance

% Foreign-Born

Racial Entropy

% Black

% Hispanic

% Moved Within 5 years

Vacancy Rate

Physical Disorder

Log Population

2003 FE

2006 FE

Constant

Obse¡vaÎÍons
Wald Chi-squared
Neighborhood FE?
Year FE?

.202**

1.0741
. t06

[.t271
-.011
l.07el
.186*

[.086]
.216*

[. loe]
.053

[.] l3]
.005

[.0e8]
.038

[.0e0]
.028

[.08 I ]
.505*

l.23rl

.163*

[.06el
.056

[.08e]
.006

1.062)
.007

[.060]
.198**

1.072)
.002

[.078]
-.056
[.06s]

-.074
[.076]
.152

l.o74l*
.438

t.23ol

.t82**
[.067]
.169

[.0ee]
-.045
[.083]
.091

[.064]
.262**

[,068]
.054

[.0831
-.0t2
[.0e8]
.090

Í.0761
-.1 09

[. ros]
.451**

1.1731

.172**

[.084]
.257*

[.13 r ]

-.0s6
Í.0721
.090

[.066Ì
.260**

[.068]
-.023
[.072]

-.007
[.082]

-.007
Í.074l.
-.01I
[.1 l4]
.769**

[.212]

.183+*

[.oss]
.159

[.0861

-.032
[,060j
.082

[.oso]
,237**

[.060]
.t)21

[.063]
-.006
[.069]
.050

[.044)
-.053
[.071]
.445*"

l.ts7)
.460**

[.060ì
1.590**

[.078]
2.600

u.727)
165

108 1.5

No
Yes

.027*

[.0s2ì
.198*

[.082]
-.076
[.06s]
.08s

[.ose]
.279*x*

[.064ì
.031

l.o74l
.008

[.0641
.026

l.o42l
-.048
[.0ó41
.407**

[.06s]
.451+*

[.06s]
1.58514

[.083]
1.002

[t.72e]
165
832.1

No"
Yes

1.953

[2.s23]
55

1t4.76
No
No

3.140

Í2.s2tl
55
64.32

No
No

-.003
12.3231

165

156.3

No
No

t
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Model 5 includes year fixed effects, but not neighborhood fixed effects, and the

nei to include
the or. Follow_
ing propensity
sco

(l)X,=1/PS
(2) x =t / (l-PS )

we also estimated Model o using both neighborhood and year fixed effects,
b*t the model lìts were unacceptably poor and the results unintlrpretable. which

,' r,=ææ:i-- ':

Street Stops and Broken Wi¡tdows Revisited 33r

B. The Efficiency of Street Stops in Detecting Crime
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T^.BLE 13.3

OLS Regression of Arrrests per Stop, Controllingfor Social Structure tnd Critne, ry98-zoo6
Model

(+) (:)
All Yeors

(r)
1 999

(z)
2OO3

(¡)
2006 All Years

(6)
All YearsSample Year

Homicide Arrests (lagged)

7o Receiving Public Assistance

96 Foreign-Born

Racial Entropy

% Black

9ó Hispanic

% Moved Within 5 years

Vacancy lìate

Physical Disorder

Log Population

2003 FE

2006 FE

Constant

Observations
R-squared
Log Likelihood (model)
BIC
Year FE?

Neighborhood FE?

010

[.olol
-.010
[.0 r2ì
.000

[.ol l ]
- 007

[.o lo]
-.029*
[.ol t]
.007

[.0 r4]
-.008
[.0 lo]
- 003

[.0 r2]
.001

[.0r l]
.o24

I.03 I l

.002

[.oos]
,000

[,007]
,002

{,00s1
.000

[.004]
-.009
I ooó]
.009

[.008]
.000

[.004]
.01 r.*

{.oorl
-,009
[,oo5l
.047"

[.0 I el

,008*

[.oo3l
006

[.004]
-.003
[.004]
.007

t.oo4l
.012+'

I oo4]

-.004
[,oosl
.001

[,003]
.00 t

[.004]
- 007

I oos]
.016

{ ol3l

.010*

t,o04l
-.002
[,006]

001

[.005]
.003

[.004]
-.0 t 8*-
t,oo6l
.00 t

{ 006Ì

-.004
[,oo4l
.006

[,oos]
-,00s
[,006]

-.010
I.o l4l

.007*

[.003]
.003

I oo4]

-.001
[.004]
.004

[.003]
-.0141.
I oo4]
.001

[.oos ]

-,003
[.002]

005

I oo3]

-.006
[.004]
.017

[.011]
-.070.'
t.ooeì
.108"*

I oo7]

-,035
[. r 2s]

165

.690
363.O2

-659.7
Yes

No

.003

[.007Ì
- 018

I ol2]
.013

[.0 t 6]

.0tI
[.0 16]
,.013

I o3e]

-.010
I.o2e)

-.007
[.006]
.009

[.oosl
,007
I 006ì

080

I to2)
-.074**
[.012]
-.109..
[.ol ll
-.602

{ l ossl
t65

,830
4t2 0l

-762.8
Yes

Yes

.412
[.33eÌ

55

280
92.91

- t4r.7
No
No

- 433

[.20s] 
-

55

.380
1 19.83

- t95.6
No
No

-. r31

[, l 46]
55

.410
t43, I 1

-242.1
No
No

.t70
[. I s6]

t65
130

278.O3

-499.9
No
No

Socioeconomic pred¡ctors ¡re strndrrdized to ¿ mean ofo and variance ofr,
Observat¡ons we¡ghted by the nurnber of stops made
Robust stondard errors in bracketq rnodels 4-6 cluster standard errors by neighborhood,

'P< o5i'"P<.ot,

what differential criminal activity would suggest; the models in Table r3.3 suggest that
there is little public safety payoff. The results in model 6, however, suggest that race

is no longer a significant predictor ofhit rates when we treat neighborhoods as fixed
effects. But when we estimate Model 6 using random intercepts and population-av-
eraged models, we obtain the same results as in Model 5: arrest rates are significantly
lower in neighborhoods with greater black population (for percent black, b=.r:,
s.e.=.oo5, p=.ory). Again, we face the same issues in interpretation with respect to
the neighborhood fixed effects models, and fo¡ the same reasons as discussed earlier,
we reject the neighborhood fixed effects model in favor ofother identification strate-
gies that rely on clustering of standard errors by neighborhood.

Finall¡ to put the hit rate anâlysis in perspective of gains and losses, we computed
the number of firearms obtained from stops. In zoo3, a total of 633 firearms were

Street Stops and Broken Windovs Revisited 333

through stoPs accounted for about ro percent ofthe total number offirearm seizures
in New York city that were traced in the nationwide firearm trace system. on the
surface' the expenditure of police resources to seize only a fraction of seizures made
by other means seems inefficient, to say the least. Since removal of guns from the
street was the animating goal of oMR the low seizure rate is further evidence of the
inefficiency if not futility of the strategy.

C. How Much Is Too Much? How Much Is Enough?

The burden of oMP policing in the decade since the spitzer (1999) report has
fallen disproportionately on African Americans, and, to a lesser extent, on Latinos.
The strategic goal of oMP has principaÌly been one of law enforcement-maximiza-
tion of arrests and punishment. This was evident in the policy memoranda that were
issued at that the outset of the oMP experiment in t994. crime minimization goals
were path-dependent on the law enforcement goals, rooted in the putative benefits
of increased stops and arrests of citizens for both minor crimes plus the detection of
weaPons and other contraband. Through careful allocation ofpolice resources, the fo-
cus was on "high-crime" areas, which-in the logic of oMp-were those places with
the highest concentrations of poor, non-white citizens. The high-crime area concept
has proven to be elastic, though, and has expanded now to include public housing
developments, despite equivocal evidence that crime in public housing is higher than
in the adjacent areas (Fagan and Davies, zooo; Fagan et al., zoo6). The result has
been a dramatic increase in street stops since 2oo3, with nearly five hundred thou-
sand New Yorkers stopped in both zoo6 and zoo7. In.addition, tens ofthousands of
mjsdemeanor marijuana arrests (Golub et al., zooT; Levine and small, zoog) are part
of the totality of enforcement that nearly blankets some parts of the city,

Crime rates, though, have remained relatively stable in the years since zoo3 as
stops have increased. Figure r3.4 shows that homicide rates have remained stable af-
ter 1999, rising and falling randomly over an eight-year period. one might have ex-
pected crime rates to plunge further with the mobilization of OMP tactics, especially
with the increase beginning in zoo3, but that hasnt been the case. After all, a second-
ary benefit of maximizing punishment through street stops would be to raise the risk
of detection and arrest for carrying weapons, increasing the deterrent threats of oMp
tactics. But we are hard-pressed to detect such trends, given the stability of crime
rates. Nor have marijuana arrests declined, despite the sharp rise in the likelihood of
detection and arrest, so New Yorkers continue to use marijuana, often openl¡ flout-
ing the law and discounting or ignoring the risks and consequences of arrests.

'Ihe inelasticity of crime relative to street stops raises two related questions. First,

'i
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if crime minimization is the goal of oMB rather than maximizing punishment with_
out tangible linkages to crime reduction, how many stops are enough to maintain
or lower the crime rate? Economists and criminologists have long soright algorithms
that would create an optimal lever of law enforcement (see Gur,irpa, lssz; Þoü.rrky
and shavell, zooo' 2oo7; curtin et al., zooT) or incarceration (Blumstein and Nagin,
1978) to control crime. For example, persico and colleagues (zoor) suggest that an
optimal level of police searches of motorists can achieve ãn equilibriumicross racial
groups in the propensities of motorists to transport drugs oi other contraband. so
are five hundred thousand stops too many? Not enough to control crime? These are
important questions, but we do not address them in this chapter.

The second question, though, is a first step in the process of answering the first
question' Under current OMP tactics, what is the likelihood of police contact for citi-
zens of specific racial and ethnic groups? Knowing the exposure of clifferent popu-
lation groups to detection and enforcement is a necessary antecedent to ¿isc";nìng

ese contact rates that can influence crime rates for any
the areas where specific groups are concentrated. And
me are conflated to shape perceptions of ,,high_crime

areas" that merit intensive patrol and enforcement, we would expect the exposure to
be highest for non-whites, and, as we see in figure 4.4, for Airican Arnericans in
particular.

Accordingly, we estimated the probability of contact during zoo6 for non-Hispanic
African American males ages eighteen and nineteen, a groujthat has been the focus
of criminal justice policy debate and research attention for nearly two decades (Fa_
gan and Wilkinson, 1998; Cook and Laub, 1998; Loury, zooz; Feld, 1999). There were
^O ^.- ^a^-- -f1L!-zo'vz+) ùrups ur uus grL'up ourlng 200ó. lhe total population in zoo6, according to the
U.S. B*reau of the Census (U.S. Census Bureau, zoo6), was 3o,g9g. Accordingly, the
point estimate for contact is .93, a figure that on its face is shocking, we reestimated
this probability excluding stops made in police precincts in the city,s central busi-
ness districts and park areas: lower Manhattan, Midtown (including Times square),
and Central Park. With these restrictions, we reestimated the probãbility of contact
at .92 (z8,yg stops).7 This compares to estimates of less than-.zo for eiihteen_ and
nineteen-year-old white males and ,5o for Hispanic males (both BlacÈand white
Hisnanics)

The stop totals are likely to include persons stopped more than once, so we rees_
timated these probabilities u¡der varying assumptions about the number of persons
stopped more than once and the total number of stops that were repeat stops. Table
r3.4a shows that if ro percent of the African American males ages eighteen and nine_
teen were stopped more than once, and these repeaters accounted ior z5 percent of
all stops, the probability of being stopped by the police of anyone in this age cohort
is now '79. For example, if ro percent of the population of Biack men ageðeighteen
and nineteen (approximately 3,roo individuals) are considered "high-stãp individu-
als," and this group makes up 25 percent of alr stops within this a.-ãgr.piri. bracket,
then these 3,roo people were stopped a combined zr35 times. These men were stopped
an average of 2.3 times over the course of the /ear, rather than the o,gz suggestJby

È
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the raw numbers. Assuming that the remaining stops (2r,404) are distributed one_

ii"liäïilli",ïl:#o'r orpeopre stopp"däve.ìh.ãi..-" 
"iì'," r.* wourd be

the actual p"..ãntrg" oft s demographic bracket is o,92,

the upper-ieft .u o?tuut. police is lowet, o'7g, shown in
once and thèy accounted .sons 

were stopped more than
Note that in áut" ,¡"+u, , oe probability cleclines to .7r.

of stops *oua 
"o.ä¿ tn" ted because the total number

We next expand the ag
re en ro twe nry-. * 

T.t :ir. sro,p was d ispropor r ion 
" 
åil,i"|i1",iå1ï"îillåïl;throughour rhe reeos 

i1, 
N.i v".t (F;g;; Witkinson, ,nrr, i.r." et at., rees)and elsewhere in the United Srates ìCãã-t ""a Laub,_ 1998; Zimriniand Hawkins,

lt^*1Ï::*l]llil':11.'i-" i,,.*u*,luorta.,tialv as persons rea,ch their m;.{_\'¡ dr r*gron' 1998). lhe uradjusted probabiriry of beìng ,app"J,"'r";a,ï_fore accounting for repeaters, is ,r4 fo. ,ron-Hìrpanic whites, .7s for African Ameri_cans, and .39 for Hispanics.

o.rloo'tt 
r3'4b-d show the rates accounting for diferent assumptions about the num_

and of repeat stops. Given the lowËr *Ç ,.,., of Whites
pari robabilities in tables,r3.4c 

""¿ 
r¡.+¿lt"nce the com-

the t are unique for. each racial or ethnic group. Under
accountforz5percen,.:j jllt{;:t"{r"i'Jr,,liäï"J.^ï,'.ïïïi,.."r".ffi

''i"',:'r'r::',1i'.:X'å':.?',::ï:i:::lir:::"uiúrytr'"i"ffi 
äi;"oanicma,e

or the persons account n".,; p;;.;;; ;:'ä;:];'. :i T.ïTHi"i ¿: fi",.îAmericans rhat are twice theråte.f il;;;:"
The important context il which to ui.lv ti.r.tive; by "ù'.u, ; ;;;j.-, ta' d a.d, ho*"""; ;:; ;: iÏ:il:.|l;l ji::iïfi: *:

hit rates

flå1ï;
slops, stops that express unwarranted blanket 

! 4'¡Ë'' vurume of excess

deterrent or l"* 
"nfo.."*ent returns. But wit 

tt may have little marginal
running at e6 percent, .ru,*, "r";;;;';; }åi8å:å.rffïï".î:pirically strained by the scarcity of sanctions. So deterrence 

", 
*r;;;;;rol may be

:,'';.rïi".r 
goal to maximization 

"f 
p";;;;t. And efficien.y lo*î.,, are onry

co'sider equity, fairness, and distributive
thought licing (l 

,oote, zooz). Even if we

youtã 13nao¡e 
trading in the private harm orexces;:ä."J1*ltj:i#.ïï:',î:to mention the srigma and internariz.d ;.yil;;ical costs, against putatively lowersusceptibility to crime for the majoriry g-"p. Th.tcosts of this regime lie in the harmto the 9s percent who are innocent in tt"r"'.*..r-, ,,opr.

'i:' ¡.

' :.:
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TABLE 13,4A
Probability of Stops for African American Males, Ages ß-1g, 2006

9ó Rep€at

2r% 50lf 7sYo

% Stopped Mo¡e Than Once
l09ó
25Yo

50%

0,79

Nofe: Excludes stops that were made
Populatlon: 3o,999. Stopsr 28,539.

in st, r4th, zzd, ud rSth pfecincß.

TABLE 13.48
Probability of Stops for Afrícan American Males, Ages ú-24, zoo6

9ú Repæt Stops

25 509ó

% Stopped More Than Once
1096 0.69 0,49

0.ó4

0.33
0.48
0.73

056
071

7596

0.30
0,4s
0.70

25%
5096

0.20
0,30
0.35

75

005
008
013

Nofa.Excludes stops that were made in rst, l4th, 22d, aDd rgth prectncts.
Population: ro4,880, Stopsr 82,125.

TABLB 13.4C
Probability of Stops for Hßpanic Males, Ages ú-24, 2006

tó Repeat

25 50%

96 Stopped More Than Once

75%

1096

209Í
25Yo

0.29

Not¿: Excludes stops that
Populationt l2Zl28, Stopsr

were made ln rst, r4th, 22d, and lSth preclncts.
48,9ó8.

TABLB 13.4D
Probability of Stops for Non-Hispanic White Males,

Ages ú-24, zoo6

$ Repeat Stops

25% jo9ú

% Stopped More Than Once
204
5%
l0%

0.t2 0.09
0.12

Nor¿: Excludes stops
Populatlonr ro¡936.

that wefe made in tst, r4th, 22d, md r8th prec¡ncts.
Stops¡ r5,o6t.
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V Discussion

For nearþ a decade, through a proronged era of stabry low crime rates and improving
social and economic health across the City's neighborhoods, the number and rate of
stops of citizens has increased by more than
stops has declined by nearþ 50 percent. The
disproportionately concentrated in the City's
both the highest crime rates and the highest proportions of non-white households.
our focus in this chapter is not on the raie or 

"trt"i.ity 
of individuJ siãps of citizens,

but on the rates of stops in neighborhoods with the highest 
"o.r..nt 

utions of Brack
residents. We focus on neighborhoods because place, nãt individuals, h"* beeo most
closely linked to the rogic of policing under óMp si¡ce its inception fifteen years
ago' It is place that is the focal point of the underlþg theories of årder-maintenance
policing, place is the unit of analysis for the allocation and deployment of police re-
sources' and the indicia of críme in places are the metrics ry nvrri"t the resources of
the- police are managed and evaruated. And the benchmark of place, in conjunction
with crime, is sensitive to the actual allocation of police ,.roor.", as well as tactical
decisions by the NYPD, and is widery used in research on serective enforcement in
policing (Alpert et al., zoo5; Fagan, zooz; Fridell, zoo4; Skogan and Frydl, zoo4).

The effects we observe in these analyses are notable i¡i three ways. First, stops
within neighborhoods take place at rates in excess ofwhat would be iredicted from
the separate and combined effects ofpopulation and social con_
ditions, and the crime rate. This excess seems
Black neighborhoods. Second, the excess stops ö1lri:Ti:i

seems to srow over tirne. Like,h.,,.p,':;'",i;il'iïij:,ili#'å.""ff läî#l
ber of arrests that take place purs.rani to rtopr 

"ìi disproportionateþ concentrated
in neighborhoods with higher Black populatiois, after controlling for crime, poverty,
and disorder in those places.

, The preferences for neighborhood serection for intensified stops s€ems to bejn-
elastic to changes in crime rates or to the limited payoffs in arrest eftciencies from
marginal increases in stops. This inelasticity is difüuit to understand as either indi-
vidual preferences of police officers, or as a rational tactical o, -*"g*nt decision.
As the¡ankãnd file of police in New York become more diverse and reflective of the
city's demography, it is unlikeþ that individual preferences or subjective assessments
of suspiciousness by individuar oftcers would continue to be ,u.i"tty skewed overtile af 

lhrorlSh 
changes in the social contexts of the areas they patá.

Institutionall¡ the declining returns to crime control from Áårginal increases in
stop activity is the opposite of economics. we assume, from the iolicy statements
of police in New York, that the goal of stops is to minimize and deter crime rather
than to maximize the hit rate of stops. An eiastic policy sensitive to crime rates might
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seek to locate ¿rn optimal level of stop activity within each neighborhood or patrol
area and adjust in real time. Dominitz and Knowles (zoo6) suggest that such a crime
minimization approach works only if the priors of illegal behavior are known to vary
across groups in specific rvays. Perhaps the absence of assumptions or knowledge
of specific variation in between-group (and by extension, between-neighborhood)
crime preferences explains the persistence of these stop patterns. But we doubt that
the NYPD is flying blind, since the allocation of police to neighborhoods and smaller
areas is driven by real-time data about group- or area-specific crime rates.

so there is no simple explanation for the exponential growth over time in stops in
the face of broad, long-term secular declines in crimes across all population groups
in all places, and in the face of declining yields of legally sustainable arrests (Weiser,
zooS). what then can explain the durability of a policy whose utility is weakening
over time? Two possibilities come to mind. The first is that these patterns over time
reflect a durable institutionalized preference to maintain these tactics even as their
necessity and value is less apparent, and even as the practicet political costs mount.
The practice has persisted through sharp political and legal criticism (spitzea 1999)
and civil rights litigation against the NYPD that resulted in injunctive relief and over-
sight by private legal groups (Daniels et aL v. City of New york, zoq).

Beyond political costs, the persistence of policing tactics with disparate neighbor-
hood impacts has salient social costs. Normative considerations-the absence of tan-
gible returns from the policy and practice in the face of high social costs to citizens
that are unevenly distributed by race and by place-suggest that the policy dimin-
ishes the social good of policing and weakens its welfarist ideology (Durlau( zoo6b),
while making the job of the police harder (skogan and Frydl, z,oo4; Harris, zooz).
Ïre dissipaiiorr ttf iÌre sociaì goori itseif has one-off costs-the withcirawai of citizens'
cooperation with the police in the civic proje ofsecurity (Tyler
and Fagan, zooS; Fagan and Meares, zoo7), defiance of legal
and social norms (Fagan and Meares, zooT; ; Sherman, 1993).
But such external criteria are beside the point if the preference is internalized; it
need only be justified within the internal logic of the organization. whether habit or
something more, the maintenance of this policy responds to internalized incentives
that remain invisible to outside observers. Its persistence requires a form of "racial
hlinrlsiøht" (Tacli¡" onn.\ f.. ,1eø.i"li.^ iñô+i+,,+i^-^l r^^^^-:+:^- ^-J -^l--^- -r-r----^--_--õ--_ r¡¡ùururrvrrcr reLuË,rrlttult 4trq ötNluwlcuËrË_
ment of its consequences.

The second possibility is more mundane, and has two faces. stops and searches
of citizens are simple productivity measures for the police. Generating accurate and
detailed information about stops conducted by police provides a numerical measure
ofpolice activity and citizens and oversight entities.
This is especially imp the tr¿ditional metrics of po-
lice productivity-arr ently sensitive to gauge the ef-
forts of a large and complex organization (Moore, zooz), If policing is a public good,
the stop numbers provide a valuable measure of the services that produce that good.

Stops also generate a cheap form of intelligence. Intelligence was the traditional
utility of the data generated in the course of stops and searches of citizens (spitzer,

ã F:-l:=:i:l]];:' l
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r999)'e For years, the reports generatecl by stops of citizens sat in file drawers inprecincts and were examined as police ,eá..h"à for suspects *h.; :;i-. patternsemerged' The info¡mation was entered into databases startin¡¡ in the late rggos, inpart as a lesPonse to external investigations in reaction to political conflict follow-ing a sequence of violent, tragic, andwel-publicized deaths of two citizens duringencounters with the police (spitze r, ry9g). This rudimentary neural networt of infor_mation was automated in the late r99os, and has evolved irrro . ,y.,"..r.ìic .atabasethat is one of the primary sources of information on police activity.
These institutionalized preferences, which endure in the face of persistent utility,serve the bureaucratic interests of the police hierarchy. Normative concerns over ra_cial impacts take a backseat to the institutional interests that are indifferent to thepotential for externalized costs and racial inequalities that ensue from a sustained

ïliir#L.'f:iïï::::ï":::.::ïr"11,n..i ",:ou. t" " ,.rb ,;.;;f u,,d ,o ,"-

Yrl\rt zooT). Policing is not a discretionary såvice, nor is ir nontrivial in rhe sensethat it is cost-free. In New york, the cost buáen or tt i, .ur.ty-fli.-lrì"ìs.ly accrues
of African American citizens who
me triggered the action. The ben_

mation-are sociar goods that are availabre,o.u",rl,J.ol,Iil,ï,,îljil;.ïliî';iï31;
at a cost that is equitably distributed. The production of this ,o.i.l gooã r, not weilserved by the patterns we observe over the past decade of order-maîntenance polic_ing in New York.

Appendix A: Specific police Conduct permitted under DeBour

A. What Is a Stop?

Police stop-and-frisk procedures have been ruled.constitutional under specificconditions articulated in.Terry v, ohio (196g). under Terry, FourthAmendment re-

::.]:,1._":,:"."nreasonable 
searches and seizures allow a poti.. om.., io-rroo u ,.r._

thout probable cause if the police officer
as committed, is committing, or is about

ion, police may perform a quick surface
weapons if they have reasonable suspicion

cific and articurable facts,, and not merery:iif:".'.îäî:ïä*r 
be based o" "'p"-

B. Permissible Behaviors

New York law regulates police conduct more thoroughly than d,oes Terry.The statelaw articulates a four-step analysis articulated in peopre v. DeBour (1976) and. peoprev, Holmes (1996), Stops are governed by N.y. Crim. proc. Law S r4o.5o (r) (zoo7):
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"ln addition to the authority provided by this article for making an arrest without a

warrant, a police oflìcer may stop a person in a public place located within the geo-
graphical area of such officer's employment when he reasonably suspects that such
person is committing, has committed or is about to commit either (a) a felony or (b)

a misdemeanor defined in the penal law, and may demand of him his name, address

and an explanation of his conduct."
"Stops" and "frisks" are considered separately under New York statutes. A police

officer may stop a suspect but not to frisk him given the circumstances. Frisks and

TABLE 13.AT

DeBour\ Four Leyels of Street Encounterso

P¡edic¿te Permissible lLesponse

Predicate

Level I

Level 2

. Pursue.

PO can:

" Pcople v. Dctsour,4o N Y zd zro (1976).

TABLE 13.42
Permissible Actions by Police Oficers during Stops

Permissible Response

PO can ask nonthreatening questions regarding name, address, destination, and, if person
carrying something unusual, police officer can ask about thît. .Bncounter should be brief and
nonthreatening. The¡e should be art absence of harassment and intimidation.

PO can:
. say "STOP" (if not "forceful")
. approach a stopped car
. touch holster,

PO cannot:
. request permission to search
. cause people to reasonably believe they're suspected ofcrime, no matter how calm and

polite the tone of the questions.

Level I
Level2
Level 3

Level 4

PO can ask

of a crime.

PO can:
. request permission to search.

PO cannot:

Objective Credible Reason Approach to Request InformatÌon
Founded Suspicion-Colnnron Law Right of Inquiry
Reason¡ble Suspicion Slop and (lf Fear of Weapon) Frisk
Probable Cause A¡rest and Full Search lncident

pointcd questions that would reasonably lead one to believe that he/she is suspected

Questions can be rnore extended and accusa[or¡ and focus on possible criminality.

Level 3 PO can:

PU¡sUe
forcibly detain.

forcibly detain
frisk for weapons if in fear
pull car out of t¡affic flow
order defendant to lie on the ground
handcuff (for good reason)

Level 4
. arresl and se¿rch suspect,

4 r:-.#-
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searches are governed by N.y. crim. proc. Law g 140.50(3), which requires a legiti-mate "stop'as a predicate to any.frisk.r0 In many cases, reasonable suspicion that aperson is engaging in vioÌent or crangerous crime (such o. ,rru.a.., uu.-fioìy, .rru.rtt,etc') will justi$r both a stop cmd a irisk. Table r3.Ar shows the circumstances thatare necessary for a stop to escalate to a frisk and ultimatery to an arrest. Table r3.Azshows the specific police actions that are permitted at eacl level of a Teìry/DeBourstop in New York.

NOTES
r' The facts ofthe case and its doctrinal implications have been the subject ofintense in-terest in both constitutional c

3r, t963, Cleveland police dete
ard ChiÌton) standing on a str
certain store window, stare in,
again, and walk back to the ot
lepeated this ritual alternately between five a
Each completion of the route was followed
one of which they were joined by a third rna
two rnen of casing the store for a robber¡ McFa
third man a couple of blocks away. The offi.., ,
ls a police officer, and asked their names. when they"mumbred something,, in response, Mc-Fadden patted them down for weapons and discoverád that Terry and chilton we¡e armed. Heremoved their guns and arrested them for carrying concealed weapons. when the triar court

not guilry, but rhe Court found him guilty and

le takes place pursuant to the stop, not before,
Except in ,,radio 

runsj, whe¡e officers are dis_

and where a suspect o*.::11i,'.,, provided il.ii1',i,,:?ä::ï: ïffi.tiïîiï;ff::being motivated by the match between a citizeiand a 
.,suspect 

description,, is dete¡mined af_

;"å1ij'.: *ï; jil: i: i.:".. 
jîJ;ïftÌ;

zoog), there is considerable potential for er-
ss politely or scientifically, the stated rationale
ghly conditional on the conditions whe¡e the

3' we preferred to use both homicide arrests and homicides to test the robustness of ourestimates, as well as a wider range of localized e were not privi_leged by the NypD with access to its data of r
precincts, neighborhoods, and su6boros. Those 

disaggregated to

mary form afte, zoor. 
' '-'- vgvvvrvdr rrruùç e NYPD in sum-

rct from r9g4 to zooo between homicide ar_
was .ó33, and .7n for all felony crimes. For
and precinct from r9g4 to 2ooo betrveen ho_
e .gro for murder, .7o4for rape, .629 for rob-

. ..t!
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5. The stop rate and racial and ethnic distribution in these areas are:

TABLE 13.N1

Stops per
Household

Percent
Af¡ican

Arnerican
Percent
Lrt¡noNeighborhood

Brownsville/Ocean Hill
East New York
Central Harlem
East Harlem
Bedford Stuyvesant
Motl Haven/Hunts Point

Sorrc¿r New York (--ity, Depîrtment of City PlìnDirìg,

6. when arrests a¡e made by the police upon observation of a crime, such as smoking
marijuana, a stop report is completed to back-fill the case record. Accordingly, some portion
of both crime complaints and stops reflect arrest-generated activity rather thân independent
¡-rolice evenis.

7. In these estimates, we include Black Hispanics among Hispanics, not âmong African
Americans.

8. Table cells are left blank in cases whe¡e the hypothesized population/stop allocations do
not correspond to a "high-stoy'' population stopped multiple times per year. For example, in
table r3.4a, the lower-left cell posits a distribution where 5o percent ofthe population accounts
for z5 percent of the stops. If z5 percent of stops (7135) were evenly distributed over 5o percent
of the population (r4,27o people), this would roughly correspond to only one-half oi a stop
per Person' Since police stops are discrete events, an average stop rate of less than one stop
Per person suggests that either the "high-stop" population is overestimated, or that the portion
of stops allocated to this group is underestimated. In either case, the cell is left blank, since
the crtrrlLittatir,ut tlr.res ncrt represe¡.t a scenerio rvhere a portion of thc population is stoppe,J
repeatedly.

9. For juveniles, the parallel intelligence-gathering mechanism is the issuance of so-called
YD ca¡ds to minors who are stoppcd by the police but not arrested. YD (for Youth Division)
cards are not entered into electronic databases.

lo. "When upon stopping a person under circumstances prescribed in subdivisions one
and two a police offrcer or court omcet as the case may be, reasonably susp€cts that he is in
danger ofphysical injur¡ he may search such person for a deadly weapon or any instrument,
a¡ticle or substance readily capable of causing serious physical injury and of a sort not ordi-
nariltt rartio,l in n,'kli- ^l^--" k,, l-,., ^Lil:-^ rr L^ c-^r- --- -r,yc¡ùurr5. rr ftç llr¡us suclr a weapon or lnstru_
ment, or any other ProPerty possession of which he reasonably believes may constitute the
commission of a crime, he may take it and keep it until the completion of the questioning, at
which time he shall either return it, if lawfully possessed, or arrest such person." N.y. crim.
Proc. Law S r+o.so(¡).
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Urban Areas in the Study of Black,
White, and Hispanic Searches

Karen F, Parker Erin C. Lane,
and Geoffrey p Alpert

Police oficers' clecisions to conduct searches subsequent to traffic stops are basecr ona number of factors including, but not limited to, their own discretion.r criminolo_
gists have long explored racial disparit
incarceration.2 More recently researche
determination to search beyond other
found no significant evidence of racial
count hit ratesa or the constitutionality of t

making of police officers continues to elude us.
A growing body of research is interested in understanding the link between com-munity characteristics and pol Studies have identifieddifferential treatment of suspe ecological conditions.TAccorcling to Terrill and Mast od characterìstics such

rates, and racial composition increase the
more coercively. Other studies have found
aracteristics with the populations resid-

characteristics of areas as cues in decision
udies focus on police use of force, coer-
s.12 Few studies examine the relationship
borhoods and police search rates.r3 Be^_

lear how and to what degree community
distinct groups. The lack of research is

thnicity diversity of urban
the percentage of foreign_
understudied group, and

ches.'a
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